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At

1 Express your location or to a specific location or location.' they live at Conway House.'they stop at a trattoria''The responsibility for providing services at the airport is shared between the airport and the airline.' She went back to her job as a teacher while I was at home with Louise.'' He made his professional debut in George Bernard Shaw's 'The Devil's Disciple' at the Gaiety
Theatre.'2Expressing the time when an event took place. The children went to bed at 9:00 a.m. His death came at a time when the movement was divided in the United States, more than 10,000 retailers across the country were opening midnight tonight just to sell copies of games and accessories. William appeared in the past half twelve.' There's going to be a complete power
outage tonight at 11:00.' 3Denoting a specific point or level on a scale.' prices start at £18,500'''s drive at 50 mph''' Prices start at £145 for 3 nights for 2 people for our winter weekends at Keeper's Cottage.'' The water boils at 100 degrees Celsius and at this point changes the stage to become a gas, or steam.'' The electron moves at a speed of several kilometers per second
through a circuit, while the light moves at a speed of nearly 300,000 kilometers per second.'4 Manifests a specific state or condition.' his willing smile puts her comfortably ''they were at a disadvantage'' ''I can't be really happy or be at peace living like that.'' That way I can record the shows and listen to them in my spare time.' Candidates exposed to international trade and two
years of editorial/writing experience in the electronics/computer industry would be an advantage. People on lighter vehicles are at a disadvantage in colliding with heavier vehicles.'5C exposes the subject of a look, thought, action, or plan.' Leslie pointed to his policies aimed at lowering taxes'''When he entered the club, he glanced at the images of famous yachts hanging on the
wall.' How old was your baby when she smiled at you for the first time?'' A new credit card aimed at millions of low-income families is charged interest rates of up to 70% - the highest ever charged by a credit card company.'6Expressing the means by which something is done. Holding a prison employee at knifepoint''s pride she made a bang on her hand ''Two University of
Minnesota students lost their wallets, cash and mobile phones, but otherwise were not injured when they were robbed at gunpoint on campus Wednesday night, police said.' Our man is dying at the hands of overseas enemies and friends at home.'at thatIn addition; moreover.' it wasn't fog but smoke, and very thick at the time'She gave off such a yelp and it's no wonder, as Tom
had nothing on but a shirt and it wasn't too long at that!'' Now we live in a country where citizenship can be done without and by a foreign government there. We are the kind of people who, he thinks, who buy their own furniture and second-hand at this coastline is not a destination for me; it's just a refuge, and a temporary place there.' Instead of thunder, the company has been hit
by the need to change the cast, and there's no small change in that.' When she was pregnant, Sara was hoping she would have twins - and the girls were there.'' London will set to receive a new evening newspaper soon, and a free one there.'' All a matter of opinion, of course, and in the case of Randall and Morris, an educated opinion at the time.'' All the time a football game was
played, and one was pretty good at that.' So Tate at least made an effort to show more art, and a big, expensive one there.'at itEngaged in some activities, usually one reprehensible.' the council was at it again, wanting to turn a green patch into a 'parking lot', and she might not have done it while she was there?'' That he's still there must mean Smith has led a glamorous life over
the years or else he's made of steel.'' While you're at it, it's a good idea to tackle the cold frame as well, both inside and out.'' They were there again in 2001 and have been doing it since the beginning of this year too.' I walked out and she had a hard time there, mainly because she didn't know what she was doing.'where someone has someone's true or basic nature or personality.
I think we've got enough information to have an idea of where he is at''The first bit is exactly where my thoughts are at.'' So that's where my head is these days.'where it's atinformal the focus of fashion or style.' building your own palace is where it is in'''If you like loa walkers or moccasins, you'll also have the chance to prove your fashion style this summer , but slippers is really
where it's at.'' I'm a big, huge fan of the festival, so that's where it's at for me this summer. The Department for Culture, Media and Sport has a lot of money to put in place, but collecting and explaining the artifacts of human history is just not where it is.'' the president and officials wore his design, but Iwan Tirta said the house is really where it is.'' , in the company of the same
person, affectionately imagine that because they move through some pub, this is really where it is!'' However, there is evidence that young people have become so captivated by celebrity culture that their only ambition is to be famous and work for a living is not where it is.'' Juice is also good, but water, darling, that's where it is.'' But locals here realize that tourism is where it is for
them. Everyone is talking about California - that's where it is, I think.' Twisted denim is where it is, for women and men.' Celebrating everything multi the first Vasistas festival is here to show us all the multi-tasking art that's where it is.' Europe is it's in, home of the UEFA Champions' League, a strong backdrop for games around the globe, and a workplace for the planet's most
talented players.' It is understandable that the food police may object to an article that suggests that bread and potatoes are not where it is.'' we'll go with people who know where it is.' Everything Norway seems to be where it is at the minute.' If everyone can be skinny, thin won't be in, but fat will start to be where it's at.'' As we said in the Sixties, wherever Zandra Rhodes is, is
where it is.'' The Italian market is really where it is because everything is seasonal and it's mostly organic.'Old English æt, native to Germanic; related to Old Frisian et and Old Norse at, from an Indian-European descent shared by Latin advertising 'to'. A currency of Laos, equal to one percent of a kip. Chemical element astatine. [at; uht not stressed, it]/æt; unstressed, see
synonyms for at ON THESAURUS.COM(used to indicate a point or place occupied in space); inside, above, or near: standing at the door; at the bottom of the barrel. (used to specify a position or position, as in time, on a scale, or in order): at no; at noon; at the age of 65; at the end; at the lowest point. (used to address presence or location): at home; at your fingertips. (used to
point out the number, level, or proportions): at great speed; at high altitudes. (used to point out a direction, goal, or goal); on the side: Aim for the brand. Look at that. (used to refer to occupation or participation): in the workplace; at play. (used to point out a state or condition): comfortable; Peace. (used to point out a cause or source): She was upset at her stupidity. (used to point
out a method or way): He talked at length. (used to point out relative quality or value): best; at a cost. The opening line of any book should say, in the words of Stephen King, Listen. Get in here. You want to know about this. On the right? So fascinating! But, alas, that's not how the book begins. So how do you know the actual opening lines from some of literature's greatest novels?
Exactly match these memorable openings with their fictional works and consider yourself a great listener! If you really want to hear about it, the first thing you'll probably want to know is where I was born, and what my bad childhood was like, and how my parents were occupied and all before they got me, and all that kind of David Copperfield crap, but I don't feel like going into it, if
you want to know the truth. at (someone), to be sexually aggressive towards (a person): She's pregnant again because he's in the morning, noon, and night.where it's at, not officially. where the most interesting or interesting things happen: Emma says that Rome is definitely where it is recorded before 900; Intermediate English; Old English; same root as Old Frisian et, Old Norse,
Old Saxon, Gothic at, Old High German az, Latin, Old Welsh, Old Breton ad, Oscan ad-, Umbrian ař-, Old Irish, Gaulish, Phrygian ad- As You Like It, as you please, asystematic, asystole, Asyut, at, -ata, ataata, at about, Atabrine, Atacama Desert/ t, æt /a money of account of Laos, one 100th of a kip.2First recorded in 1950–5; from Laos; Previously Thai comparison, a coin worth
one-eighth of a füang, finally from Pali aṭṭha eightvariant of advertising- before t: attendance. Dictionary.com Unabridged Based on random house dictionary Unabridged, © Random House, Inc. 2020 is used to specify their location or location on the table?; staying at a small hotel towards; towards looking at television; throw stones at the window used to place only in time at 3
a.m.; in a state where (are) children playing; stand comfortably; he is at his most graceful today (in expressions related to routine activity) during passing (esp in phrases at night), he used to work at nightfor; in exchange for it being sold for 4 pounds used to point out the object of an emotion at the driver; shocked by his behavior, where it's in slang where the actionOld English
really is; related to Old Norse at to, Latin ad prescription Laotian monetary unit worth one hundredth of a kipAlso: atm atmosphere (unit of pressure)Collins English Dictionary - Complete &amp; Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012The american heritage®
Stedman's Medical Dictionary Copyright © 2002, 2001, 1995 by Houghton Mifflin Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Company.The American Heritage® Science Dictionary Copyright © 2011. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights are preserved. WORD OF THE DAYplotzverb (used without objects) | We have to go. SEE DEFINITION © 2020
Dictionary.com, LLC LLC
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